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November 1, 1993
TO:

Members of the UNM Faculty Senate

FROM:

B~ r a Tomas, Office of the University Secretary

SUBJECT:

November Meeting

~~~
h
~

The UNM Faculty Senate will meet on Tuesday, November 9, 1993 from
3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. in the Kiva.
The agenda will include the following items:
1.

Approval of the Agenda

2.

Summarized Minutes of October 12, 1993

3.

Senate President's Report -- Professor Bel
Campbell
a. committee appointments and replacements
b. student outcomes assessment
c. committee reports

pp. 5-14

4.

College of Education/Appointment of Dean

p. 15

5.

Report regarding Disabled student services
Anne Thomas, Director of Equal Opportunity
Programs

p. 16

6.

Clarification of Faculty Senate Bylaws
Professor Bel Campbell

p. 17

7.

Resolution from Faculty Senate Budget
Committee regarding Division of Continuing
Education -- Professor Bel Campbell

p. 18-23

8.

summer School Report -- Assistant Vice
President David Stuart

p. 24

9.

Proposed Legislator Education Project -Professor Robert Schwartz (INFORMATION ONLY)

10.

Report regarding Minority Centers -- Professor
Bel Campbell (INFORMATION ONLY)

pp. 1-4

----
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Memorial Minutes -- Professor Bel Campbell
(PLEASE NOTE THAT THE FULL TEXT OF MEMORI AL
MINUTES ARE NOW PRINTED IN THE MINUTES)
a. ~~CamEbell Professor Emeritus of
Geography' -/fabert: V. Campbel/
.
b. Henry weihofen, Professor Emeritus o f
Law

'IHE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXIa>
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FACULTY SENATE MEEl'ING

November 9, 1993

(summarized Minutes)
'!he November 9, 1993 meeting of the Faculty Senate was called to order by
President Bel carrpbell at 3: 30 p.m. in the Kiva.

Senators present: Dave Baldwin (Zinunerman Library), Lynrrlianne Beene (English),
Jane Bruker (Gallup Branch), Joan Bybee (Lirguistics), Bel carrpbell (Rlysics &
~ ~ ) , Jeff Davis (Math & stats), Michele Diel (Valencia Branch), Eva
Encl.JU.as ('Iheatre & Dance), John Finkelstein (Management), ctlarles Fleddennann
(Elec & Conp Engr), Robert Glew (Biochemistry), Larry Gorbet (Anthropology),
°=borah Graham (Med Centr Lib), Linda Hall (History), Blaine Hart (Radiology),
Roy Johnson (Civil Engr) , Kathleen Koehler (HPPELP) , Tom Kyner (Math & stats) ,
Cheryl I.earn (Nursing), Demetra I.ogothetis (Dental Frogs), John Matthews (Rlysics
& ~tronomy), Elizabeth Nielsen (Spec Educ), Lynette Oshima {CIMI'E), Peter
Pab1sch {Foreign rang & Lit), Shane Rielan (Political Scier}9e), Glynn Rayrrorrl
(Riarniacy), Alan Reed (PUblic Admin), Joe Rothrock (Art & Art History), Richard
Santos (Economics), Stephen Schreiber (Architecture & Pl.n1), Hc:Wcrrd Schreyer
( ~ lm;Jr), Jerome Shea (University College), Dianna Shomaker (Nursing), Robert
81~1~ (Political science) , Henry Trewhitt (Joonialism) , carolyn Voss
(Medicme), and Scott Walker (Psychiatry).

~t:

lar:ry Barton (Biology), Richard Coughlin (Sociology), -'· Kenneth Gardner
(~cme), John Geissman (Earth & Planetary Sciences), Harry Llull (Centennial
Lil?rary) , William MacPherson (law) , Beth Miller (Gallup Branch) , carolyn Mold
(Microbiology), Paul Montner (Medicine), Kurt Nolte (PatholocJY), Leroy ortiz
(CIMrE) , Fdward Reyes (fbannacology) , Gloria sarto (Obstet & Gyn~~logy) , Russell
.(Neurology) , Gerald Weiss (Riysiology) arrl Helen Zongol~icz (Gallup

=)

At>Proval of the Agenda.

'Ihe agerrla was approved as presented.

~utes of October 12 , 1993.
PProvea. as presented.

'Ihe sumrrarized minutes of October 12, 1993 were

~te President's Report. senate President Bel eaiw.}l requested approval of

e. follaving conunittee appoinbnents arrl replacerne.nts:
Gregory Bowes (Educ
~ ) on the Athletic eouncil; David Henkel, Jr. (Arch & Plng) arrl Peter
lncxJrad (I.aw) on the Budget Ccmnittee; Ranjit Bose (Management) ~ J o a n ~
~l:enarise Wright (canununity Representatives) on the ~ t y Edu~t1on
ttee; Henmtlng Atterl:>am (HPPELP) on the Faculty Ethics~ AtN1sory .eomnut~;
~ Glew (Biochemistry) , David M. JohnSOn (English) , Martin Kant~~ntz (FanUly
& Community Medicine) and Richard NordhaUS (Arch & Plr~) .for 0e:ruse .Schulz ('Ih
~ ) on the General Honors council; aruce niomson (C1v1.1 Engineering) on the
. Radio Board. Karl Karlstrom (Earth & Planetary Sc1) for Kathryn Vogel
~Blolcxy), John ~ (Biochemistry) for William sierobieda (Arch & Pl.n1) c;rrl
& ~ Useher (Music) on the ResearCh Policy eormnittee; Q1arles Beckel (Rirsics
for 01.eryl Fresch (English) on the Teaching ~ t eomnuttee
ohn Finkelstein (Management) on the umergraduate eonmuttee.

~:;m~>

1 (
PreSident carrpbell announced that
Deese has resigned as member and chainnan of the Student OUt:cx:na;
AsseSSrneI1t Task Force and Patricia Burris Woodall of Planning and Policy Studies
has been appointed temporary chair .

-susan

...IJhere is great concern from both faculty and staff regarding a proposed Dispute

Resolution Policy. Anyone with input regarding this policy can contact either
President carrpbell or Professor Diana Robin .
...l!he Board of Regents approved the 1994-95 Operating Budget furrling requirements
at their October meeting. Included were a request for a 7% increase in errployee
carpensation, to include merit and promotion adjus'tlrents as well as to address
market and compaction structures; a 4% inflationacy increase in non-persormel
operating costs; and a $3.9 million peer adjus'tlrent for instruction, primarily
addressing faculty corrpensation. 'Ihe Finance camnittee has recarrnnerrled against
the peer adjustment this year.
-Provost Coleman, Vice President D:ivid Mc Kinney, the University Planning Council
Deans are revising preliminary budget planning guidelines for 1994-95.
Key features of the revised guidelines are three broad priorities, in ranked
~rder: (1) maintenance of current quality of programs and services, (2)
~rovement in the competitive level of faculty arrl staff corrpensation and ( 3)

am the

lllVesbnents that inprove the quality of existing programs arrl services arrl
support new programs and services; rolling, three-year budget planning, with four
academic units' input each year and during off years, revisions will be accepted
to the previously entered three-year plans; suhnission of capital, equipte1t arrl
CCITp.ltirx_J budget requests at the same time as operating budget requests.
-Faculty who are interested in contacting their state legislators with a highly
fOCUsecI message regarding UNM arrl higher education needs, are asked to co1:tact
~l Calrp:)ell. 'Ibis will be a vigorous, constituent-based effort to commumcate
with the Legislature as opposed to direct lobbying in santa Fe.
Ma~ of legislative districts arrl lists of legislators are available in the
Office of the University Secretary.

~ttee Reports.
Professor F.dward Walters chainnan of the ResearCh Policy Conmittee distribute
a report from the Committee highlighting the issues which will be dealt with in
the next year 'Ihose issues include the following:
-DNM Technology Development Corporation. UNMI'OC is a non-profit corporation
fonrect .by. the Board of Regents for the purpose of benefitting UNM by
<;amrerc1.a11.zation of inventions of the UNM faculty. 'Ihe regents have entered
into an agreement with TOC in which UNM intellectual property will be assi~
: TIX: for development. certain modifications in policies .am procedures will
?1ecessary and the distribution of financial proceeds will change frcm the
Present arrangement of 50% to the inventor arrl 50% to UNM to a new fonnula of 4 o%
to the inventor, 40% to TOC arrl 20% to the inventor's. d ~ t .
An
Intenectual. Property SUbconunittee will begin work on these issues in the near

future.

-rrv Polil""\7
Dici-.,. ___ -.z.

• •
t'
'
between the new director of the
Negotiations are con mUJ..nJ.
.
arrl th rrv Conmittee
~'-<UA.:e I.earning Center
the Research Policy camuttee
e
~ the issue of ~ p arrl control of materials developed by faculty
or USe on I'IV.
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v ..
-Miscorrluct.
Professor Walters requested the Senators to review the UNM
miscorrluct ~licy ~ p ~ e s contained in the F~culty Harrlbook in light of
a recent article m Science. UNM may need to review and revise the current
policy.
-Interdisciplinary Research.
'!he Research Policy Committee is charged with
oversight of the establishment, continuance and review of research institutes,
centers, bureaus, etc.
A number of issues need to be clarified includ.irq
definitions, approval of new institutes, which ones are to be encouraged as well
as the review of several of the institutes now in existence.
-Irrlirect Cost Distribution.
UNM is in need of a policy regarding use of
imirect cost returns, especially as it pertains to centers and institutes and
also with respect to broader use of those discretionacy resources. 'Ihe Irrlirect
Cost SUlxxJrnmittee will work with the Associate Provost to develop a policy
statement for the Research Policy to consider.
-Annual Research Recognition Award. '!he first announcenent for nominations for
the Annual Research ReccxJnition Award has been made and the RR:: again looks
forward to participating in this event.
-strategic Planning. Professor Walters urged the Senate to becare :rrore aware of
their canuron passion for urrlerstarrling and for sharing what they learn with our
students. He said it is disappointing to him to have so little opportunity to
share what he has learned with other members of the faculty and also to learn
from them. He invited any thoughts on this idea of fostering a university.
Professor Breda Bova, chair of the Athletic Council explained to the Senate that
the role of the COUncil was advisory, both to the Athletic Director and to the
President of UNM and said that there had been good conununication with both this
year. F.ach conunittee member now acts as liaison to several sports, which
.inproves connnunication even more. Professor Bova announced that the Council will
~os~ a social gathering for all faculty in early Deceillber in Hodgin Hall and
lllVited all faculty to attend and meet the coaching staff and conunittee members.
She explained that last year a motion was fo:r:warded to President Peck requesting
~ter to semester eligibility checks for students in their last year of
ehgib~lity. It was approved and nCM student athletes in their last Y~ ~ t
.Pass eight hours in their major in the first semester and be off probation ID
order to corrpete in their final spring semester·

~ t a Sanchez, chair of the Scholarships, Prizes and loans eonunittee, ~id tha
1 t

e Committee had reviewed its charge and decided to take a :rrore active ro e.
It ~d been briefed by John Whiteside, Director of Student Financial Aid and had
heara approximately 10 student appeals. eonunittee meinberS served on the Regents'
Sch~l~p selection conunittee which resulted in an excellent group of
recipients.

Ms. Sanchez described the various scholarships available and said that, to ~te,
5,365 have been awarded. '!his includes institutional, state, federal and priva~
SCholarships. '!he Conmtlttee now plans to pursue support for graduate scholarship
an:i transfer and non-traditional scholarships. Any input from faculty can be
addressed to Ms. sanchez at her University college office.
~ i n ~ t of Dean College of F.ducation. 'Ihe issue of the appoint:rrent of the
~ °,f the College of F.ducation was placed on the ag~ by the Senate
tions. It is, hCMever, presented without a proposed :rrotion.
President Canpbell

. ted
t the AAUP statement on the selection of
pol;1Il
~u ppointrnent and continuation in office of deans
nh- •
'
e po icy on e a
·
· 1 f 1992 and the "search
'""'.IClll:persons approved by the Senate ID Apri o

administrators th
an:}
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camrittee Procedures for the Positions of Senior Administrators Deans
oirectors" cx:mtained in the agerrla.
'
'
She requested that the discussion focus on procedural issue and not the
restructuring of the college of Education. She then introduced Senator Kathleen
Koehler who presented the following resolution to the Senate regarding the
deanship of the college of Education and calling for the Provost to rescirrl the
three-year reappointmant of the dean of the college of Education.
'!he recent 3-year reappointment of Professor Peggy
Blackwell as Dean of the college of Education does not rreet the
letter or spirit of UNM or AAUP policies on faculty participation in
selection and retention of administrators

WHEREAS,

AND WHEREAS, '!he restnicturing of the college of Education, now in
its second year of implementation, has repeatedly suspended the
faculty govei:nance corrponent of the balance of power between faculty
arrl administration
AND WHEREAS, A legitimate search process for Dean would create
dialCXJUe on the goals and irrplementation of restructuring and the
roles of faculty and administration, fostering an atlrosµlere of
academic freedom and intellectual and professional integrity

'IHEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Faculty Senate calls upon the
Provost to rescind the 3-year reappoinbrent of the Dean of
Education, replacing it with a one year extension (for 1994-95),
with a search for Dean to take place in 1994-95.

Professor Koehler said that the resolution expresses the feelings of certain
other nenbers of the college of Education faculty to whom she has spoken as well

as herself.
~tor Iarry Gorbet spoke in support of the resolution. Senator Tom 1:(yner said
his concern is that the issue of restructuring is a separate and cxxrpl1cated one
~ should not be a part of the resolution. Senator HCMard SChreyer requested
lllfonnation concerning the reasons for the appoinbrent of the Dean and also
Wished to know if the action of the Faculty Senate would have any irrpact at all
on the issue.
~ f ~ r Frank Field spoke in opposition to the resolution and explained the
difficulty of the re-structuring process in the College. Other College of
~cation faculty members and senators spoke in opposition to the resolution and
in ~ r t of Dean Blackwell.
Professor Roberta Barba of the College of
~cat~on said that faculty had not been disenfranchised and I;ad been asked for
lnpJ.t into the discussion of issues surrourrling the restructur~ · Senator Joan
Bybee asked for additional info:anation concerning the appoinbrent of Dean
Blackwell. Provost COleman respon:ied. She explained that when she made the
~inbrent, she knew that the situation was an unusual one but felt she had
011CMed the letter of the law. She pointed out that th? College has .had a
~tuous histo:ry and had two failed searches for a dean in a short ~100 o;
~· .One of the reasons for the failure to hire a new d~. was the ~dates
lllYvlillln;Jness to take on the problems of the College existim at ~ t tme.
~ .the two failed searches, Peggy Black.Well accepted a tenn appoin't:I!Slt to the
IX?51t1on by then Provost Paul Risser. She explained that Dean Blackwell was
Willin;J to take on the responsibilities of restructurin:J of th7 College. Provost
Coleman said that she was persuaded that colleges of education throUghout the

4
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She invited faculty of the COllege of F.ducation to ccamnent on the selection of
a dean as well as other aspects of restructuring. She received fifty eight
responses. 'Ihe responses, she said, were very thoughtful. Not all were positive
about restructuring or about Dean Blackwell's tenure but more than half of the
resporrlents were positive. As a result of the infonnation she received, she made
the decision to appoint Dean Blackwell to a three-year tenn. She said that deans
are generally appointed without terns and that no other dean on canplS has a

tenn.
Provost COleman said that she will not rescind her decision and she feels she has
rrade the right decision.
Senator Elizabeth Nielsen of the college of F.ducation said she is distressed by
the implication that nothing has been done in the last two years but that the
faculty has simply been doing what they are told to do. She said she has never
gone to more meetings or been invited to more meetings and that no one has been
excltrled and urged against corrlucting a search at the present tboo.
Professor Eli D.rryea thanked Provost COlernan for not cavin;J in to the pressure
arrl said he believes Dean Blackwell has done a fine job.
~fessor Lynette Oshima of the college of F.ducation stressed that the college
ls still a functioning unit of UNM. She said that it would have been very
difficult to corrluct a search at the present tboo but the process is important
arrl she has received input from some faculty members who felt unable to resporrl
to ~ost COleman' s request and who feel that this issue is another example of
decision making from the top down.
Senator Alan Reed moved to strike the secorrl and third paragraphs of the
resolution and stick to the issue at hand. 'Ihe amerrlment was secorrled and
awroved.
President Campbell called for the vote. A shc:M of harrls was called and the
result was 9 for, 26 against and 1 abstention. 'Ihe resolution failed.

Report regarding Disabled Student services. President canpbell introduced Anne
E.qual Opportunity Program.S at UNM who explained some of the
~ of learning disabilities and reviewed the materials which had been
distributed to the senators regaroing the Americans with Disabilities Act, its
key.Provisions and hCM it affects the faculty. 'Ihe regulations require ~t.we
~ f y any of our policies and procedures in order to acc::orraooda~ the quali~ied
disabled in:ilviduals. '!he University nrust, she explained, provide all. services
an:l Pro;Jram.s to qualified students with disabilities unless such .action would
~ t a l l y alter the programs and services offered. She expla~ that the
intent of the Act is that we invest in disabled irrlividuals in a positive manner
rather than simply "taking care" of them which ultimately costs more if they are
unable to work.

'Ihanas, Director of

'!he ADI\ does not dictate what where or hCM to teach but requires that disabled
I>eq)le be held to the same s ~ as everyone else. It does not violate the
academic freedom of the faculty she said.
It does require a case-by-case
anal.ysis. She also stated that it is the responsibility of the studen~ to ~
~eoonts ahead of time for any modifications by the faculty· 'Ihe main points
0 ~ ~ c t on faculty are ( 1) that faculty may be required to acccmrooate students
Wlth disabilities by modifying their policies, practices and p ~ , (~) that
students with disabilities are only required to provide doa.nnentat~on to Disabled
student Services, ( 3) that in detenninin;J what is the n¥?5t app~riate reasonable
aCCctnrocx:lation, the students are the best source of infonnation, (4) that the

1
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University is required to provide conmrunications to students with disabilities
in alternative fonnats and (5) that it is the responsibility of the students to
raise any special needs they have with their professors.
'Ihanas explained that the department is responsible for low cost
acconmxlations to ireet Am compliance requireloonts and that costs considered
excessive may be submitted through proper administrative channels to the
appropriate vice president.
Ms.

Professor Ralph DeMarr expressed his dissatisfaction with arrargements made by
Disablerl Student services for giving exams to disablerl students enrollerl in his
classes.
Clarification of Faculty Senate Bylaws. It was explained by President campbell
that at the April 1990 Faculty Senate meeting, a rrotion was approverl which
changerl the elected officers from a president and a vice president to a president
arrl a president elect. '!he rationale for this action was that it would insure
continuity in Senate leadership.
'!here has been considerable confusion as a result of the action and a number of

options for clarification were presenterl by the q,erations Cormnittee.
After discussion of the various options available, the Senate voterl to rescirrl
the April 1990 action and return to the election of a president and vice
president each year.

Resolution from Faculty senate Budget Conunittee regardim Division of Continuim
Education. Upon reconunendation of the Faculty Senate Budget Conunittee, the
Senate approved the following resolution.
Whereas the current operations of the Division of Continuing

Education have evolved over many years without systematic external
review by the Faculty senate, and
the current operations of the Division of Continuing
Education have direct significance for the future quality and
efficiency of the university's services to its constituents, and

Whereas

Whereas the operations of the Division have direct consequences for
departmental budgets and programs, and
Whereas the retirement of Dean Rupert Trujillo creates an unusual
opportunity to review the staffing, budget, and functions of the
Division, be it resolved that

'lhe Faculty Senate Budget Cormnittee requests that the administration
of the University constitute a conunittee to study, to corrluct open
hearings, and to make reconnnendations about the Division's mission,
staffing, and operations prior to establishing a search for a
t>ennanent replacement for Dean Trujillo, and be it further resolverl
that
'lhe Faculty senate Budget Committee pledges its support to the work
of the conunittee to be constituterl, and be it further resolved that
'lhe Faculty Senate Budget Committee invites the Faculty Senate as.a
Whole, and the IDng-Range Planning ecmnittee, to errlorse this
resolution.

18 ·
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~ School Report. Assistant Vice President tavid Stuart presented a report
on SUit1lOOr school. He told the Senate that even though there was a nroest decline
in SUit1lOOr school enrollment from the st.nmner of 1992, in light of national trerrls
UNM main canp.1S did quite well. Although enrollnent did not increase we did

. whereas many other colleges and universities did
' not.
hold on to recent ga1.I1S
rt is his belief that the growing number of ''magnet" sununer programs are one
reason we are doing well. Some of those magnet programs are the Arts in the
Anericas coordinated by the College of Fine Arts, the SUnuner Writers Workshop and
the French and Gennan SUimner SChools at Taos.
He explained that several years ago, a carmnittee was appointed to work on making
summer school more robust and to liberalize the salary policy for faculty who
teach summer school in a shorter than eight weeks t:ilne frarre.

Vice President Stuart thanked the Faculty Senate for its support and urged the
continuation of that support. Senator Lynn Beene voiced her concern about the
decrease in the number of freshman Erglish classes offered and Vice President
Stuart agreed that they would meet to discuss possible solutions to the problem.
Melrorial Minutes.

President carnpbell recognized the following deceased faculty

mnbers whose memorial minutes appear below:
Professor Emeritus Robert D.
Cmp::lell (Geography) and Professor Emeritus Heney Weihofen (Law).

MEIDRIAL MINlJrE FOR ROBERT D. CAMPBELL

Dr. Robert D. campbell died of cancer September 25, 1993 at his home
in Albuquerque, New Mexico at age 78. He earned a B.A. in Erglish
from the University of Colorado, Boulder in 1938, a M.A. in
Geography from the University of Colorado in 1940, and a Fh.D. in

Geography from Clark university in 1949. He served as Aerological
Officer with the United states Navy 1943-46 and GeographerClimatologist with the Office of the QuartermaSter General 1946-47 ·
In 194 7, he founded the Department of Geography and R_egional. Scien<?8
at '!he George Washington University and served as its chair until
1966. He was President of AREA me, Arlington, VA. 1962-64 and
Regional Planning Consultant with the Ford Fourrlation Advi5<:>ry
Planning Team, calcutta, India 1964-66. Fran 1966-70, he was Vice
President and 01.ief Scientist with Matrix Research company,
Alexandra VA.
In 1970 he became Professor of Geography at the
Universi~ of New Mexico' from which he retired in 1980.
When I came to UNM, I filled the position Bob campbell vaca~ upon
retiri_nJ, but I never replaced him. Until recently, he rema~.an
active, integral part of the Department, teaching a. course, refl.JUTg
am elaborating upon his system.s m::rlel, arrl actl.119' as a rrentor,
especially to the junior faculty.
Al.Irost as soon as r arrived on canplS, I realized that the vacarcy
I was filling had been occupied by an outstarrlin9 teacher. I was a
little disheartened by the disappoinbrent students expressed wt;en
they lean1ed that I
arrl not Professor campbell, was teachi.l'YJ
Introduction to Htnnan 'Geography. Enrollnent in th? course went down
by so~o from the previous
·
Fall . '!he course he . continued totgrowth
teach for
of
sev~ years on Psychological Geography, ~ch ~ an ou.
an influential article he published entitled ~nality as an
Elerrent of Regional Geography", was widely acclaimed at UNM. 1:Ven
though the course has not been offered in over a decade, I received
7
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an inquiry about it as recently as August of this year. one reason lJ
his classes were so successful was his ability to unify geography
via perspectivism instead of the more usual division of the
discipline through reductionism. He brought this sarre philosophy to
his research projects, which were grourrled in the theocy of systems.
An excellent example of his skill as a researcher can be fourrl in an
article he published entitled "Evaluation of Man-Enviro:rnrent
systems".
His experiences from travel arrl work in nearly 50
countries, colonies, and territories, arrl his F\llbright Lectureships
at Alexarrlria University, F.gypt 1952-53, OXford University, Great
Britain 1955, and University of Peshawar, Pakistan 1957-58 provided
source material for both his lectures arrl articles.
But the greatest contribution that he made to the Department arrl its
irrlividual :members, especially after officially retiring, was his
role as mentor to the junior faculty. In my own case, he provided
critiques of almost all my early research, evaluations of my
teacbinJ, and advice on hCM to cope with departmental arrl university
politics. And I wasn't alone. He helped Steve 'Illarrpson refine his
oonception of entropy and develop his course on hurnanjenviro:rnrent
systems, which he inherited from Bob; susan Place was given
suggestions on additional ways to evaluate the human inpacts on the
Costa Rican envirornnent; and Bill Hodges was continually encouraged
to publish his work.
On many a Tuesday and Thursday, we would gather in Bob's office for
lunch to discuss everything from the state of the world, to the
state of geography, to the state of the cookies he kept in his
filing cabinet. He will be missed.
Meloorial contributions may be made to: 'Ille Geoi:ge Washington
University, Robert o. carnpbell EooCMIOOnt F\lrrl. Serrl to: 'Ille. Geoi:ge
Washington University, Development Office, 701 Gelman Llbrai:y,
w~c,h
hv·..+.......... ~
"':::I '-on, D.C.
20052.

Presented by Bradley T. CUllen,
Geography, November 9, 1993.

Acting Olair,

Department of

'Ihe nanorial minute for Professor Weihofen will appear in the December Faculty
Senate minutes.
'Ihe neetirg adjourned at 5:45 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

~~~
Barbara 'lhomas,

Secretacy
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Faculty Participation in the
Selection, Evaluation, and
Retention of Administrators
The statement which follaws, a revision and expansion of the 1974 statement on Faculty
Pai:ti~ip~tion in ~e Selection and Retention of Administrators, was prepared by the As~uztion s Committee Ton College and University Government. It was adopted by the CounCI~ of the American Association of University Professors in June 1981 and endorsed by the
Sixty-seventh Annual Meeting as Association policy.

T

~e 1966 S!atement on Government of Colleges and Universities rests largely upon the conviction that interdependence, communication, and joint action among the constituents of
a college or university enhance the institution's ability to solve educational problems. As
one facet of this interdependence, the Statement on Government asserts the expectation that faculty
me~bers will have a significant role in the selection of academic administrators, including the
president, academic deans, department heads, and chairs. 1 As a corollary, it is equally important
that faculty members contribute significantly to judgments and decisions regarding the retention
or nonretention of the administrators whom they have helped select.

THE SELECTION OF ADMINISTRATORS
The Statement on Government emphasizes the primary role of faculty and board in the search
for a president. The search may be initiated either by separate committees of the faculty and
board or by a joint committee of the faculty and board or of faculty, board, students, and others;
and separate committees may subsequently be joined. In a joint committee, the numbers from
~ach c~nstituency should reflect both the primacy of faculty concern and the rang~ of other groups,
:clu~g students, that have a legitimate claim to some involvement. Ea~ ma1or group should
lect its own members to serve on the committee, and the rules governing the search sho~d
be arrived at jointly. A joint committee should determine the size of the majority which ~ill
be ~ontrolling in making an appointment. When separate committees are used, the board, with
which the legal power of appointment rests, should either select a name from among those

Acco~ding to the "Joint Statement on Government" (Academe 76 [May-June 1990) : 45 ~),
. Jo1.,t effort of a most critical kind must be taken when an institution chooses a new presid~nt. The selection of a chief administrative officer should follow upon cooperative search by ~he go~errung board and
the faculty, taking into consideration the opinions of others who are appropnately mteres~~!· · · f th
Th_e selection of academic deans and other chief academic officers should be the responsi ty O e
president with the advice of and in consultation with the appropriate faculty .
· h"
~e ~hair or head of a department, who serves as the chief representativ~ of the dep~ment w~t~
a_n tnstitution, should be selected either by departmental election or by appomtmen~ f~llJwmg ~nsbe in
tio~ wi~ members of the department and of related departments; appointmen~s ~ ~d n~:ve;enure
~o 0 ~ty with department members' judgment. The chair or department ~ea 5 0
n~d :erve for a
m office; tenure as a faculty member is a matter of separate right. The chair or h~~ _sho 1
propriate
;tated term but without prejudice to reelection or to reappointment by procedures whi mvo ve ap
acuity consultation.

1

<
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·O
submitted by the faculty committee or should agree that no person will be chosen over the objections of the faculty committee.
.
The role of the fac':11.t y in the selection of an administrator other than a president should reflect the extent of legitimate faculty interest in the position. In the case of an academic administrator whose function is mainly advisory to a president or whose responsibilities do not include
academic policy, the faculty' s role in the search should be appropriate to its involvement with
the office. O~h.e_r academic administrators, such as the dean of a college or a person of equivalent respons1~il1ty, are by the nature of their duties more directly dependent upon faculty support. In such instances, the composition of the search committee should reflect the primacy of
faculty interest, and the faculty component of the committee should be chosen by the faculty
of the unit or by a representative body of the faculty . The person chosen for an administrative
position should be selected from among the names submitted by the search committee. The
president, after fully weighing the views of the committee, will make the final choice. Nonetheless, sound academic practice dictates that the president not choose a person over the reasoned
opposition of the faculty .

THE EVALUATION OF ADMINISTRATORS
Institutions should develop procedures for periodic review of the performance of presidents
and academic administrators. The purpose of such periodic reviews should be the improvement
of the performance of the administrator during his or her term of office. This review should
be conducted on behalf of the governing board for the president, or on behalf of the appointing
administrator for other academic administrators. Fellow administrators, faculty, students, and
others should participate in the review according to their legitimate interest in the result, with
faculty of the unit accorded the primary voice in the case of academic administrators. The governing board or appointing administrator should publish a summary of the review, including a statement of actions taken as a result of the review.

THE RETENTION OF ADMINISTRATORS
A more intensive review, conducted near the end of a stated term of administrative service,
may be an appropriate component of the decision to retain or not to retain an administrator.
When us12d for such a purpose, the review should include such procedural steps as formation
of an ad hoc review committee, with different constituencies represented according to their legitimate interest in the result; consideration of such added data as the administrator' s self-assessment
and interviews with appropriate administrators and faculty and students; and submission of
a report and recommendations, after the subject administrator has had an opportunity to comment on the text, to the board or appointing administrator. The board or ~ppointing ~~
trator should accept the recommendations of the review committee, except in extraordinary crrcumstances and for reasons communicated to the committee with an opportunity for response
by the concerned parties prior to a final decision. The report should ~ made p.ublic, except
for such sections as the board or appointing administrator and the review co~ttee agree to
be confidential, together with an account of actions taken as a result of the review· . .
All decisions on retention and nonretention of administrators should be based on institutionalized and jointly determined procedures which include significant faculty involvement.
With respect to the chief administrative officer, the Statement on Government specifies that the
"leadership role" of the president "is supported by delegated autho~ty from the beard and
faculty." No decision on retention or nonretention should be made without an assessment ~f
the level of confidence in which he or she is held by the faculty. With respect to ?ther acad~~c
administrators, sound practice dictates that the president should neither ret~. an adnurustrator found wanting by faculty standards nor arbitrarilY_ dismiss an administr~tor who
meets the accountability standards of the academic commuruty. In no case ~hould a ~udgm~nt
on retention or nonretention be made without consultation with all maior constituencies,
with the faculty involved to a degree at least co-extensive with its role in the original selection
process.
The president and other academic administrators should in any eve~t be protected. from arbitrary removal by procedures through which both their rights and the interests of vanous constituencies are adequately safeguarded.

APPROVED BY THE FACULTY SENATE APRIL 14, . 1992 .
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'!he new R:>licy on the 1'flx,intment arrl Continuation in Office of Deans was also
awroved. Both will be inclooed in the next revision of the Harrlbook am are

printed belcM.
APFOlNIMENr AND o::NrlNUATIOO IN OFFICE OF DEANS

Prearrble: 'lbe followirq policy guidelines will be utilized for the ~intment
pericx:tic review, arrl terns of office of Deans at the University of New Mex.ioo:
All amointment policies will be in aa:x:>rdance with affinna ive action
guidelines .
1.
Deans will ~nnal.ly serve terms of five years .
Mmini.strative
equivalents at brandl canplSe.5 will also serve terms of five years.
2 . Terms of office may be renewable. Rea::rrrrerrlatioos for both the initial
appoinbnents arrl reawoinbnents to terms of office are to be made by the
Provost to the President arrl by the President to the Regents after
consultation with departmental facul
arrl dlairs arrl other sudl persa,s
as they shall see fit . '!be ai:p:,inbrent of the Dean of Graduate Sb.rlies
shall be recamrerrled by the Provost to the President
by the President
to the Regents after awrq>riate cxnsul.tation with
Senate
te
Ccmnittee, University Officers, the graduate faculty, arrl other interested
persons . '!be consultation with oollege faculty ard d1airs shall incltx:le
the takirq of a vote by secret
lot on any potential awointment. A
mandatory evaluation by faculty am dlairs in the fcurth year of the
Dean's tennis required. Reawcintrrent nust also be subject to the stated
willin;Jness of the Dean to continue in that positim, the results of the
evaluation in the fa.nth year, arrl the willirgness of the faallty arrl
dlairs, evidenced by secret ballot, to have the~ continle in office.
3 . It shall be umerstocd that a policy of tenrs of office for Deans does
not abrogate the lorq-st:an:lin:J policy of the University that Deans serve
in any oollege at the pleasure of the Provost arrl that a Dean's ai:pointme.nt
arrl continui.rg awointment occurs with the advioe arrl ocnsent of the
faauty arrl chairs of the college. '1his means, sinply, that Deans may be
replaced durirYJ a term of office; also, they may resign.

Resolution of a disagreawmt:
.
In the case of disagreerent between the administration arrl the faculty ard dlairs
of a college, an amicable resolution of the proolem will be negotiated. A Dean
serves at the pleasure of the Provost b.It a Dean's awc,int:Jnent arrl cart:i.nu.i.m
at:Poinbrent occurs with the advice
ex>nSent of the faculty arrl chairs of the
college. A Dean who has lost the confideroe arrl SUfPC)rt of his or her faculty
am chairs cannot provide the };X)Sitive leadership needed by the college.
~roved by Faculty Senate, April 14, 1992.
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AProINIMENr AND cx:NI'INUATICN IN OFFJCE OF
DEPARIMENI'AL ~
('!he old text is clear text.
~lined.)

Text to be deleted is stricken.

New text is

~ ~ e : 'Ihe followirYJ policy guidelines will be utilized foz: the awointJrent,
~CX:Uc review, arrl terns of office of departlrental ~ at ~
v,u.ve.rsity
of uew
l..T
Mexico unl
policy
.._..__.
.
a oollege faculty adopts. a &JOOdified
~~...t::.Aat:.;:.~
~ ~ - t : o - ~ - ~ 4 .ooier--F:Niewr-al'.d-t.ea'AB--c£--offi.ee-xer~"4._ .............
~-in--tAat;-mJ:.leger that woold ~ the term by D;' iw17 than ~
~
intrrent
licie.s will be in acco:rdanQg with affumative action

'1 .

'.
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,.-;--An-eval:tlat:ia't-shttl-J:--be-made-of-ail-chai:rpersons-by-JanuaI:y-t- - ""19?t- by
both-admini.stratx:m;-arrl- 'fflatlty-meirbel'. s to-detennine-ttre-- awr~ iateJ'e:.s
c,f-- tl reir a::,ntinuatiou --In- offioo ;-----Eval:uative--cr±term--tor--thei:r
d0hn01 isl tip- -w±t·i--w establi:shed--t,y--the--imividaai--departne,ts--in
consu:J:tatiorr vi:tlrthe-dearr;-"D3cn 1S-uf"vari1:xls-'CXJli~wi.ii- be-respon.sible

.i:n- W.s--eval-uat:ien- ~-"ilTpiement:ing--the-~- M- ~

- -forth---in

~-3T
2-.----0n-,Jttly-i, - -1911-;--a:1:-l- -departmental-~-or-heads -of--other

<»l-1€ge-~uve-units- -then--in--offiee-will-be--oonsidered--to-have
beguft-er-t--that:--fflte--t:erms~f-fetir~.

1.
Department chairs will normally serve terns of frur years .
Administrative equivalents at branch canp.ISeS will also serve terns of fair

years .
3-. £!.. Terms of office SAa±l may be renewable,. blt-emiflar·H.y -fer-oot -JPe~
thaA-- --ene--a<i<li:t-iGAal----t:eBftr
Recctarrerrlations for both the initial
a_woint:Jocmts an:i reai:p:>inbnents to terns of office are to be made by the
dean after consultation with deparbrental faculty arrl other sudl persons
as he/she shall see fit .
In the case of ~intloonts to departlrents
corrluctirq graduate prcxJrfilllS, consultation with the dean of Graduate
Studies will also be included . '!he consultation with departmantal faculty
shall include the takinJ of a vote by secret ballot on aey
tential
appointment. A marrlator.y faculty evaluation in the third or
ultbrate
year of the chain;?erson's term is required. Rea:woint:Irent nu.st also be
subject to the stated willingness of the chairperson to contirue in that
position, the results of the evaluation in the third or penultimate year.
arrl the willi,mness of a majority of the faooty. evidenced by secret
ballot. to have the chair continue in office.
4-. d!..
It shall be urnerstocrl that a policy of tenn.s of office for
chairpersons does not abrogate the lQnJ-st:arrlirq policy of the University
that chaizpersons serve in aey college at the pleasure of the dean of that
college. Additionally. a chair's agx>intJnent
o o n t ~ agx,i.J:bnent
~ with the advice am consent of the faculty . '!his means, sinply,
that chairpersons may be replaced dud.n;J a te.m of office; also, they may
~~ .
Explanation: As irrlicated in the preamble, any college may decide-i~liey
fot:.~--Gt-depart:meJ=rt-eha~T--~-~-e;--a-~-m:ight:-deeicle-te
~ . . f ~ ~ - ~ b,.u,-~-t:hree-year-t&ffS,-eF-Yttl'-limle~.- - ~

1&-to.l)e...the-pelisy~t-a--OOYege-el'lly-if-i~-ooes-not--aEkpt-sane-aiffe:l"'efit-pel:~ •

.t9 d ~ its tenn of office for chairpersons to

three years.

R§olution of a disagreement;
.
ln_the 9aSe of disagreerrent between the administration arrl the . faooty of ~e
~ t . an amicable resolution of the problem will be negotia . A.~ir
~es at the pleasure of the Dean. rut a chair's agx>introent
~ntl.IlUl.fS
~ i n ~ t 9CCUrS with the advice arrl <X>11Se11t of the faculty . .A chair wh<;> ~
~the confidence arrl sµm>rt of his or her faculty cannot provide the positive
~l:"Ship needed by the depa.rtrrent or college. .AWroved by Faculty Senate,
April 14 , 1992 .

lt was Un:lerstocd that awropriate dlcIDJes woold be made in the Faculty
Constitution.

APPROVED BY UNM BOARD OF REGENTS - MARCH 11 , 1986
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SEARCH COMMITTEE PROCEDURES FOR THE POSITIONS
OF SENIOR ADMINISTRATORS, DEANS, AND DIRECTORS

I.

Introduction.

The selection of candidates for

senior administrative and academic positions is among the
most important responsibilities shared by members of the
university community.

These guidelines attempt to specify

methods for identification and select io n of candidates for
such positions, so that the relevant const ituencies may
participate in the process and enhance the quality of the
resultant appointments.

Because no procedures can antici-

pate all circumstances, these guidelines should be applied
flexibly.

For individual searches, the President of the

University may, for adequate cause, modify the guidelines
with the concurrence of the President of the Board of
Regents and the President of the Faculty Senate.

These

guidelines have been considered and approved by the Faculty
Senate, the Administration, and the Board of Regents.
II.

General Responsibilities of Search Committees .

search committee will normally be formed for every open
position at or above the level of directors of programs .
Searches for the positions of academic director, dean and
vice president should draw upon national or local pools of
candidates whichever is appropriate.
bilities of the committees include:

a

Specific ~responsi-

A

·O 1
A.

to develop, with the concurrence of the o~ficial

responsible for the search, a job description and written
guidelines for the search ·I
B.

to identify and attract qualified applicants for

the position;
C.

to screen the applicants according to their

qualifications and suitability for the positions;
D.

to recommend to the official responsible for the

search a slate

(ranked or unranked) of the most qualified

candidates;
E.

and to assist in interviewing and gathering

additional information qbout finalists for the position.
A search committee should represent the constituencies
served by the person to be hired .

Committee members should

be chosen from among those whose background and expertise
demonstrate excellence and who have working relati onships
with the administration and broad understanding of both the
university as a whole and the position . that is to be filled .
Committee members should be sensitive to their own constituents but should ultimately serve the greater interests
of the university.
The search committee's responsibilities end when it has
selected a list of finalists.

The decision on appointment

rests with the president, according to the Regents' Policy
Concerning Procedure in Key Appointments .
III. The composition of search committees.

Careful se-

let·
rob
w1.·11 be critical for the
c ion of search committee me ers

1
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success ful discharge of their responsibiliti es .

They should

reflect the university's commitment to affirma tive action by
including women and protected minorities.

Committee members

should be familiar with the procedures set fo r th in the
Affirmative Action Manual and the Regents' Policy Manual.
The administrator with line responsibilit y for the
office being filled

(as indicated in the Faculty Handbook

organization chart) will convene the committee, appoint a
chair from among the members, and meet with the chair and
the President to define the details of sear ch procedures .
The constituent groups that select members for search
committees should establish open, clear, consistent, and
democratic methods for choosing their repre sentatives .

They

should attempt to select persons of demonstra ted excellence
who are also as broadly representative as possible.

In the

academic units, the faculty must determine the methods of
selection.
The positions for which search committees will be
formed fall into three groups:
A.

academic vice presidents (academi c , student

affairs, research) and administrators in their offices;
B.

deans and directors of academic programs;

C.

other vice presidents and directors.

Composition of search committees will vary according to
the level at which the vacancy occurs.

Conveners of commit-

tees should propose adding members when appropriate for
Particular searches, for example more students for the vice

II
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·president for student affairs or scien ti s ts from the laboratories for the vice president for research .

In addition to

the member sh ip on search committees, as described in parts
I V, V and VI, b el ow, there may be added one Regent , if
requested b y the President of the Board o f Regents .
IV.

Acad e mic vice-presidents, Sear ch committees for

these v i ce presidents will consist of eight members :
A.

one academic dean, director, c hair or faculty

member to be appointed by the president;
B.

four members of the faculty a t large , selected by

the president f rom a slate of 8 propose d by the Faculty
Senate;
C.

one member of the professiona l staff of the unit,

to be selected by the president;
D.

one graduate or professional s t u dent , to be

selected by the Graduate Student Assoc i a tion (GSA);
E.

one alumnus/a to be selected by the Alumni Asso-

ciation.

v.

Deans and directors of academic programs .

Search

conunittees for deans and directors will ·c onsist of seven
members;
A.

one dean or director from outside the unit, to be

appointed by the responsible official;
B.
involved.

four faculty members from the c ollege or program
If the unit has no faculty for mally under its

jurisdiction, the Faculty Senate shall s el e ct persons who
have worked with and are knowledgeabl e about the unit;

/~

0
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one alumnus/a from the college or program, select-

b y t h e r e le v ant alumni organization.

I n the event such a

person is not available, an alumnus/a of t he university who
has wor k ed with and is knowledgeable ab out the unit will be
selec t e d b y the Alumni Association or ano ther appropriate
group;
D.

one student, selected by the AS UNM , the GSA, or

the relevant student group.
'

VI.

Non-academic vice presidents and directors .

Search committees for other administrators will consist of
eight members:
A.

.

one senior administrator or fac u lty member to b e

appointed by the president;
B.

four members of the professional staff in the

unit, to be selected by the president;
C.

one faculty member selected b y the Faculty Senate;

D.

one alumnus/a selected by th e Alumni Association;

E.

one student selected by the ASUNM , the GSA, or

relevant student group.
VII. Additional procedures.

The f i r st steps in the

search process must be the formulatio n o f the job description, guidelines for the search; a t imetable, and a
published announcement.

The convening official should gi e

the committee c l ear, written instruction s for carrying out
t h ese duties.

· nstruct ions should be
Normally, t h ese l.

de veloped in consultation with at l east the chair of the
committee.

i3
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During the advertising period, committee members should
activel y i dentify qualified candidates an d encourage them to
apply.

A goo d s e arch committee will make t he position known

more widely than a published announcement.

All recruitment

efforts should be recorded by the chair a n d be available to
the Affirmative Action Office.
The committee should evaluate the qual ifications of
candidates in order to compose a short l ist of finalists,
normally not less than three persons .

The o fficial respon-

sible for the search may request a ranked or unranked list .
Before the list is set, the chair should co nfirm the continued interest of the tinalists in the position .
Committee members should act with in tegrity and discretion in dealing with perso~nel matters a n d confidential
information gained during the search.

The y sho u ld make no

public statements unless authorized by th e responsible
official.
The list of finalists may be disclos ed t o · the public at
the discretion of the responsible officia l .

Sea r ch commit-

tee members should be included in campus in t e r views, along
with as broad a range of faculty, students, administrators,
alumni, and community members as circumst a n ces allow .
If the responsible official finds none of the finalists
new sear ch committee or
acceptable, he or she may f orm a
request the existing one to reexamine t h e pool or to reopen
the search.

Testing Accommodations for Students with Disabilities
Timeliness of Requests for Testing Accommodations
Students with disabilities are encouraged to notify faculty of any accommodations they may need
early in the semcslc:r. Huwevcr, some per~ons with disubilitics nrc reluctant to inform faculty
of their special needs until it becomes necessary for fear of being stigmatized.
Sc.ve.ral facnlty have expressed frustration regarding last minute requests for testing

accommodations from disabled students. The federal regulations state that we are required to
make r~~onablc modifications in policies, prnctlces or procedures unless the modification would

fundamentally alter the nature of the program or activity.
Though a lalit minute request for an accoinmodation is frustrating, it would be difficult to prove
that providing the accommodation would fundamentally alter the nature of teaching.
Accordingly, faculty aro 1"equired to provide the te.sting accommodations rea.quP-,tP.rl.

Contlrming the Authenticity of Requests for Testing Accommutlatious
With regard to the validity of requests for testing accommodations, faculty have the right to
confirm that the stutlcnl is eulilled to the accommodation. However, fuculty

cM

not base the

granting of the accommodation on receipt of a medical statement from a doctor detailing the
student I s disability.
If the sLudcnt has contacted Disabled Student Services (DSS) for assistance, faculty can contact
DSS to confirm that the accommodntion requested ii; appropriate given the Rtudent's disability .
In the interest of protecting the student's right to privacy with regard to their health, DSS will
not convey the details of the student's disability, only that they are enttlled co the accommodation
requested.
If the student is l'equesting the accommodation on their own, faculty can demand s~~e- form. of

proof !.hat. they are entitled to the accommodation. However, a ~tatemcnt from a phys1c1an stating
~hat the student needs the accommodatlon will be sufficienl. It due~ llllt h'1v~ tv ~ive spcclfic
information about the disability itself.
The fact that faculty c.an confirm the student' -~ n(".crl for the accommodation requested protecLc;

them from students who may try to misuse the accommodation policy·
10/20/93
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PROPOSED CHANGE IN FACULTY SENATE BY-LAWS
Bacground

On 10 April 1990, upon recommendation of the then Operations Committee, the Faculty
Sen~te ~ot~d for annual elect!on of a pres~d.ent-elect instead of a vice .president, in order to insure
contmmty m Senate leadership. The specific vote was (1) to substitute the words "president-elect"
for the words "vice president" wherever they appear in the Bylaws, and (2) to change Article I
Section 6( d) of the Faculty Constitution to read as follows:
'
Organization and Procedures: The members of
the Faculty Senate shall determine how the Senate shall be organized
and what procedures shall be established to carry out the responsibilities
delegated to it by Sec. 6(a) above; provided, however, that the president
and the president-elect of the Senate shall be elected by the voting
membership from among their number; that the senate term of the
president-elect shall automatically be extended to two years. if necessary;
and that the Secretary of the University shall serve as the secretary of the
Senate.

Article I, Section 6(d):

The effect of this vote was to leave ambiguous the automatic ascension of the president-elect into
the presidency in the academic year following bis or her election. This ambiguity was exploited in
the election of the Senate's current president.
Recommended Action

This year's Operation Committee believes that this ambiguity must be resolved. We therefore
propose the followmg options:
[1]

rescind the motion of April 1990, returning the relevant parts of th~ Bylaws to.the old
and unambiguous version; this would (temporarily) return the president and vice
president positions to annual election;

[2]

amend the now current Bylaws to reflect the apparent intent of the April 1990 S~nate;
this wo~d establish the positio~ of p~esident-elect. who would ascend to the presidency
automatically in the year followmg his or her elect10n.

There are other options:
(a)

adopt [1] above without further action; this would make permanent the yearly election of
both president and vice president;

(b)

adopt [1], but change [2] to require Senate re-affirmation of the president-elect before
he or she ascends to the presidency;

(c)

adopt [1] and [2], with a proviso that the changes take effect after the term of the current
(1993-94) vice president.
be 10/28/93
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UNM nL'OilrY SENATE.

Continuing Education

~OIRED l\Cr'ION:

Approval of Resolution to go to Administration

See attachment "Continuing Education
Administered •.•. "

~UNO Dm::>RMATION:

_J

August 25, 1993

To: Faculty Senate Budget Committee ~
Fram: Wayne Lazorik and David Colto~ _

SUbject: Draft Resolution on Continuing Education

Whereas the current ope~ations of the Division of Continuing
Education have evolved over many years without systematic
external review by the Faculty senate, and

Whereas the current operations of the Division of Continuing
Education have direct significance for the future quality and
efficiency of the University's services to its constituents, and
Whereas the operations of the Division have direct consequences
for Departmental budgets and programs, and
Whereas _the retirement of Dean Rupert Trujillo creates an
unusual opportunity to review the starring, budget, and
functions of the Division, be it resolved that
The Faculty senate Budget committee requests that the
administration of the university constitute a coramittee to
study, to conduct open hearings_, and to make recom~endati~ns
about the Division's mission, staffing, and operations prior to
establishing a search for a permanent replacement for Dean
Trujillo, and be it further resolved that

The Faculty Senate Budget com:mittee pledges its ~upport to the
work of the committee to be constituted, and be it further
resolved that

The Faculty senate Budget committee invites the Faculty Senate
as.a whole, and the Long-Range Planning Committee , to endorse
this Resolution.
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Room 262 S t udent Services Center 277-0896
Septemb er 10, 1993

TO:

Richard Holder, Associate Provost, Academic Affairs
Members, Dean's Council

FROM:

David E. Stuart, Assistant Vice President, Academic A f f ~

RE:

Su mmer School 1993 VS Summer School 1992

~

There are two reports enclosed. The first is a several page narrative summary of
enrollments and summer school programs as recently prepared for the President's
Office. The second, is a two page table "1993 Summer School VS 1992 Summer
School". I am commenting herei n on the two tables which constitute the second
report. The first report is self explanatory.
For planning purposes it is useful to note that summer school 1993 cost a bit more
($2,066,769) than summer school 1992 ($1,973,560). In spite of the increased costs the
number of scheduled courses declined modestly from 746 to 732. The only large
colleges which increased the n umber of scheduled classes from awarded funds w re
Arts & Sciences and Engineering.
Overall, there was a modest drop in headcount and credit hours (see report 1--part of
a national trend) this, coupled with liberalized pay policy for faculty teaching shorter
courses, raised our costs per credit hour from $43.71 to $46.81. The cost of credit
hours offered has been computed for each program and varies significantly from a low
of $25.00 (Womens Studies, EWDP, Continuing Ed.) to a high of $357.00 (African
American Studies). Small programs rather logically tend to cost more than large
programs per credit hour.
There were significant credit hour declines in the College of Engineering, University
College, General Honors, and Public Administration. These t ended to be maller
programs (except E ngineering) where significant statistical differences can be created
by just a few courses. Of the large programs rts & Sciences lost the fewest credit
hours--evidence of cont inued strong demand for programs in that college.
A number of programs significantly increased their credit hours (Pharmacy,
Arc itecture & Planning, Law, Dental Programs), but again these tended to be small
programs where just a few courses overly influence averages.
Compared to the na tion and t he region, UNM Main Campus was ~ather sta.ble as a
whole. Next year with careful planning, we could again see an increase m SCH,
combined with further development of our "magnet" programs. I wil l ask Deans to
r .
eview these data and help us plan efficiently.
d"
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PRE PARED BY THE OFFICE OF ASS /STANT

VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS (70896)
SEPTEMBER 1993 (DMM)

1993 SUMMER SCHOOL vs. 1992 SUMMER SCHOOL (MAIN CAMPUS ONLY)

COLLEGE

1993
TOT AL
CLASSES

1992
TOTAL
CLASSES

1993
T OT AL
SCH EO.
CLASSES

1992
TOTAL
ENROLL

1993
TOTAL
EN ROLL

1992
% SCHED.
CLASSES

199 3
'I(, SCH ED.
CLASSES

1992
TOTAL
EN ROLL IN
SCHEO.
CLASSES

1993
TOT AL
EN ROLL IN
SCHEO.
CLASSES

1,178

1,601

233

241

6,716

6,731

20%

15%

5,762

5,634

Anderson's School of Mgmt

181

105

37

45

1,303

1,232

20°.4

43%

1,097

1,204

College of Education

908

730

274

267

4,836

4,604

30°/o

37%

4,073

3,899

89

164

35

40

557

485

39°,4

24%

484

399

College of Fine Arts

120

78

49

902

839

65%

24%

871

784

College of Nursing

57

208
88

30

28

305

274

53%

32%

243

210

College of Phannacy

97

146

14

13

160

177

14%

9°/o

70

88

University College

21

6

19

6

194

87

90%

100%

189

87

86%

29

54

Arts and Sciences

College of Engineering

~

19 92
TOTAL
SCHED.
CLASSES

Architecture & Planning

19

7

2

6

51

92

11%

School of Law

43

56

3

3

105

IGeneral Honors

101

70%

5%

38

41

17

9

6

8

87

65

35%

89°/o

74

56

Dental Programs

52

5

n/a

3

39

49

0%

6()0/o

Public Administration

34

39

7

6

134

11 0

21%

15%

98

84

7

6

5

6

28

30

71 %

100%

22

26

147

75%

92%

62

138

African American Studies
Women's Studies
Army ROTC
Continuing Education
Summer Writer's Wori<shop
Southwest Institute
Evening & Weekend Program
TOTALS

37

4

12

3

n

64

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

46

40

46

40

1,158

1,013

100%

100%

73

1,013

4

5

4

5

73

89

100%

100%

73

89

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

19

20

19

20

716

632

100%

100%

716

632

2,827

3,182

746

732

15,477

15,027

26%

23%

13,112

12,74 1

0

0
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'Jf> CHANGE

COLLEGE

~

1992
1993
AV.CLASS
AV.CLASS
SIZE SCHED SIZE SCHED
ON LY
ONLY

1992
TOTAL
SCH

1993
TOTAL
SCH

1992
AMOUNT
AWARDED

1993
AMOUNT
AWARDED

1992
COST
PER SCH

1993
COST
PER SCH

IN TOTAL
SCH
92 -93

Arts and Sciences

24.72

23.37

20,046

20,017

765,710

830,000

$38.19

$41.46

-0.14

Anderson's School of Mgmt

29.64

26.75

3,783

3,601

94,000

95,000

$24.84

$26.38

-4.81

College of Education

14.86

14.60

12,434

12,028

490,000

495,000

$39.40

$41 .15

-3.26

College of Engineering

13.82

9.97

1,681

1,486

80,000

64,800

$47.59

$43.60

-11 .6

College of Fine Arts

11.16

16.00

2,526

2,461

143,000

143,000

$56.61

$58.10

-2.57

College of Nursing

8.10

7.50

913

678

24,000

35,000

$26.28

$51 .62

-25.7

College of Pharmacy

5.00

6.76

453

497

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

9.71

University College

9.94

14.50

684

208

4,200

6,670

$6.14

$32.06

-69.5

Architecture & Planning

14.50

9.00

225

263

22,000

24,000

$97.77

$121 .67

16.8

School of Law

12.66

13.66

410

438

50,000

50,000

$102.43

$91.32

6.82

General Honors

12.33

7.00

242

186

19,000

23,000

$78.51

$123.65

-23.1

$117.83

$92.74

39.3

n/a

12.33

89

124

10,478

11,500

14.00

14.00

33,000

33,000

$73.82

$83.75

-11.8

4.33

447
84

394

4.00

90

31,000

32,300

$369.04

$357.23

7.14

20.66

12.54

192

359

9,000

9,000

$46.87

$25.06

86.9

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

25.17

25.32

3,517

3,039

80,000

78,000

$22.74

$25.67

n/a

18.2

17.8

219

267

25,000

29,800

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a
37.68

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

16,500

n/a

n/a

n/a

31.6

2,128

* 1,896

40,000

$18.45

$25.31

CAPS

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

10,000

48,000
9,000

n/a

n/a

n/a
n/a

Chicano Studies

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

2,100

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Native American Studies

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

3,072

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

33,199

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a
2,066,769

n/a
$43.71

n/a

n/a

$46.81

-2.33

Dental Programs
Public Administration
African American Studies
Women's Studies
Army ROTC
Continuing Education
Summer Writer's Wori<shop
Southwest Institute**
Evening & Weekend Program

Holder's Contingency

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

38,000

Misc. Unassigned SCH

n/a

n/a

942

1,314

17.57

17.40

45,151

44,144

n/a
1,973,560

Totals

*Funded increased numbers of science labs In Summer '93, which reduced credit hours.
**Southwest Institute Is co-funded by Albuqu~i:g_ue Academy & its SCH are included In the colleg/department which lists the classes.
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UNIVERSITY OF NE\V MEXICO
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Room 262 Student Services Center 277-0896
MEMORANDUM

DRAFT
DATE:

· August 13, 1993

TO:

Judy Jones, Executive Assistant to President

FROM:

David E. Stuart, Assistant Vice President, Academic Affairs
Richard Holder, Associate Provost

RE:

Summer School 1993

In the summer of 1993 enrollments and headcount on the main campus at UNM
declined modestly from Summer 1992. In 1993, there were 9,071 students enrolled
compared to 9,177 the previous year for a decline of 1.16% in headcount. Student
credit hours declined 2.23% from the prior year. Students took marginally fewer
credit hours. These figures need to be considered in light of regional and national
data for Summer 1993.
After consultation with the National Association of Summer Schools, we have learned
that an average range of enrollment loss was -5% to -25 %, with a rough national
average (still formally being computed) at-8% to 10%! Our various branches,
collectively, lost 4% in headcount. In light of these broader trends, UNM main
campus did quite well in Summer 1993!
We also did well on an historical basis since headcount had fluctuated between 8,800
and 8,900 students in summer sessidn on main campus for many years. In short,
even though we would have liked to have continued to build enrollments this
summer, we held on to recent gains whereas many others in the region and nation
did not.
We believe that our growing number of "magnet" summer programs are one reason
we are doing so well. Some of the more important magnet programs are as follows:

disk·A
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1. "Arts in the America s". This progra m created and coordinated by the

College of Fine Arts incl ud es Music, Theater, Da nce, and Visual Arts focusing
on cultures of the America s (the Hi spanic theme is strong). This program has
drawn much attention to UNM summer programs and to the College of Fine
Arts. There have been numerous positive print reviews in regional media.
This program is a winner!
2. Summer Writer's Workshop. Now in it's third season, this workshop (a
special proj ect of the Provost's offi ce/D. Stua rt) is a multidiscipliniary program
shared between English, Communication & Journalism, and Honors. This
summer 116 students pa rticipated in workshops offered by six authors (four
New Mexicans) all of whom ha d won na ti onal awards for their writing. T he.re
is enormous in terest in this program a nd students want us to expand it. Next
year we hop e to bri ng Penny Marshall, Hollywood Producer/Actor and a
graduate of UNM!
3. French and German Summer Schools at Taos. These programs are now a
number of yea rs old. They immerse students in the language, literature, and
cul t ure, simultaneously. This is done in a "field" setting where distractions are
few. Pedagogically, these programs are very highly regarded.
4. Guanajuato Law Program and Architecture Programs. These two separat e
programs take students to Mexico and enable both North American and
Mexican scholars to cooperate in the ed ucational enterprise. As such, these
programs both promote the theme of a "University for the Americas". We
predict that these programs will grow over the next several years.
5. Honors/Connexiones. This is a progra m in the Honors College which
involves both Spanish language and cultural inst ruction in Mexico. UNM
students are given a "sum mer abroad". Most of this year's activity took place
in Jalapa, Mexico. As such, this program also promotes "A University for the
Americas".
6. Summer Field Geology Program. This program of the department of
Earth and Planetary Sciences put students in both lecture and field settings for
Junior and Senior u ndergraduate students from both UNM and other
universities. Gi ven the excellence of the department and the soli d ini tial
coordination of this program, we expect it to grow and be better s~pported in
the future. F or the moment we consider it an "emerging" magnet summer
program.

d iRk :Auguet 13, 1993
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To: Bill MacPherson
From: Rob Schwartz and Bill Zimmer
Re: Legislator education proposal
Date: 17 September 1993
As you suggested last week, we are submitting to you our proposal for a plan
to encourage individual members of the faculty to educate legislators about the
University of New Mexico. Our plan would take volunteer faculty members and assign
them to individual legislators, with the charge that they educate those legislators about
the University. While such education is indistinguishable from lobbying, in one sense,
we propose that those who participate would not be asked to pursue any particular
agenda; i.e., they would not be representative of the University administration, the
faculty senate, their department or program, or anything else. We also propose that
the faculty members engaged in this project generally meet their legislators outside of
the legislative session, when it will be possible to focus on developments at the
University rather than anyone's agenda for a legislative session. Finally, we propose
that any faculty member who wishes to participate in this program be invited to do so,
and that we impose absolutely no restrictions on the form or content of any
participant's encounters with legislators. While this program may attract some
irresponsible participants, and while it surely will attract many faculty members who
disagree with us (and with each other), we believe that it will be worth it.
The premise behind the proposal is that the legislature does not fully
understand the extraordinary value that the University offers to the state, and that a
free, open, and uncontrolled relationship between legislators and faculty will help them
develop that understanding. Further, an individual legislator is more likely to develop
trust in a faculty member with no agenda other than doing good geology (or whatever)
than in a paid emissary from the University administration, and this program would
allow faculty members to develop their relationships with legislators over many years.
While the University has had fine lobbyists, no one can provide the explanations and
the attention that can be provided through a one-on-one faculty-legislator interacti.o~:
In essence, this proposal is based on the belief that an honest account of the ac.t1v1t:es
of the University -- showing its warts along with its more handsome features -- w,1.1
develop support for the University as an institution, and for programs generally widely
supported by the faculty.
.
.
The University administration has not approved .this proJ~ct, and we c~nnot be
sure. t~at it will provide all of the resources that we believe that 1t shou.ld. A hst of the
administrative resources necessary to carry off this progr~m app~ars_ 1n the attac.hod
letter, which we will send to all faculty members at the University 1f this proposal 1s
accepted by the faculty senate and the administration. While we do not need any
senate or administrative approval to carry out this plan, or course, we are n?t. cap~ble
of doing the work without considerable administrative support, and the adm1nistrat1on,
appropriately, is not interested in reviewing the proposal unless it has been approved

by the faculty senate.

University of New Mexico
Equal Opportunity Programs

The Americans With Disabilities Act
How it Impacts Faculty
1.

Faculty may be required to accommodate students with disabilities by modifying
their policies, practices and procedures.
For example: if a student informs a professor that (s)he has a learning
disa~ility and needs ~ore time to take a test, the professor may be
requrred to extend the time for taking the test.
A professor may be asked to wear a microphone with a transmitter so that
a student with a hearing impairment using a receiver can hear the
professor during the lecture.
Individual faculty members can and will be held accountable for blatant
discriminatory actions that deny students their rights.

2.

Students with disabilities are only required to provide documentation to Disabled
Students Services. Professors may contact Disabled Student Services to verify the
student requesting accommodations is in fact entitled to them. Professors cannot
require students to provide them with proof of their disability.

3.

In determining what is the most appropriate reasonable accommodation, the
students are the best source of information. Their preferences should be given
primary consideration unless an equally effective accommodation is available.

4.

!he University is required to provide communications to students with disabilities
m alternative formats.
Examples of alternative formats for written materials include computer
diskette, braille, and audio cassettes.
Examples of alternative formats for audio materials include transcripts,
closed captioning, and sign language interpretation.
At present, Disabled Student Services has readers that can read material onto
audio cassette. The University is in the process of creating a central clearinghouse
for disability issues which will include a communications resource center. It is
anticipated that this center will be staffed with readers and sign language
~terpreters and will have equipment, such as a braille printer. Until ~e center
~s realized, however, you should contact ~isa~led. Student ~rv1ces for
information on how /where to transcribe commurucations into alternative formats.

5.

Students' responsibility: It is incumbent on students with disabilities to raise any
special needs they have with their professors. They can and should be held to the
same standards of performance as all other students.
1
Revised 11/8/93
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University of New Mexico
Equal Opportunity Programs

·L

The Americans with Disabilities Act
Key Provisions and Definitions
1.

Gen~ral .~rohibition: No qualified individual with a disability shall on the basis
of d1sab1hty, be excluded from participation in or be denied the benefits of the
services, programs, or activities of a public entity, or be subjected to
discrimination by any public entity.

2.

Key Principles: Persons with disabilities shall be provided with equal services,
programs and benefits in as integrated a setting as possible. The determination
of what is an equal and integrated service will be made on a case by case basis.
What is appropriate for one person with a similar visual impairment may not be
useful to another person with a visual impairment.

3.

Key Definitions:
_qualified individual with a disability means an individual with a disability who,
with or without reasonable modifications to rules, policies or practices, the
removal of architectural, communication, or transportation barriers, or the
provision of auxiliary aids and services, meets the essential eligibility
requirements for the receipt of services or participation in programs or activities
provided by the public entity.
For example: a person with a disability who did not meet the University's
admission requirements, would not be a qualified individual with a
disability and the fact that the University would not admit this person
would not be discrimination.
Individual with a disability is anyone who has, has a record of, or is treated as
having, an impairment that substantially limits a major life activity.
For example: a person who walks with a limp would probably n~t meet
the definition of an individual with a disability unless people treat him/her
as if they were substantially limited in a major life activity. Similarly, if _a
cancer survivor was denied access to programs at UNM because of their
history of cancer, they would be covered under the Act, though they do
not presently have a disabling condition.
~easonable Modifications: A public entity shall ~ak~ reasonable modificatio~
i~ policies, practices, or procedures when the modificaho_ns ar~ necessary to avoid
discrimination on the basis of a disability unless the public entity can demonstrate
that making the modifications would fundamentally alter the nature of the
services, program or activity.
2
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The Americans With Disabilities Act
Key Provisions and Definitions
Cont'd - page 2
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Office of the President
Albuquerque. NM 8713 1-0001

October 14, 1993
To

Deans, Directors, and Department Chairs

From

Richard E. Peck, P r e s i d e n t ~ ( ? ' ~

Re

ADA Compliance Costs

As compliance requirements for the new American with Disabilities Act (ADA) unfold, the
Uni~ersity is being confronted with three categories of resource needs: (1) architectural
ba~ners; (2) special one-time accommodations, typically special equipment; and (3) ongoing accommodations, such as interpreters, etc. The University is attempting to address
the architectural barriers problem through funding from the State and an allocation in the
University's Capital Budget.
·
Equipment Expenses
In the case of special equipment and other special accommodations, each department
must provide, out of their departmental funds, low cost auxiliary aids or reasonable
acc~~modations to enable persons with disabilities and employees with disabilities to
part1c1pate in the programs and services the University offers and/or the accommodations
necessary to enable an employee to perform the essential functions of his/her job.
Depa_rtments (l&G and non-l&G) should, as part of the annual budget planning process
that 1s completed each spring, budget for recurring costs (for auxiliary aids and
reasonable accommodations) that you are aware of and an amount you anticipate you
may need for unforeseen expenses.

Expensive accommodations may be funded through monies monitored by Equal
Opportunity Programs. Requests to fund expensive auxiliary aids or reasonable
accommodations must be made through your administrative chain, to the Vice President.
~etermining whether the accommodation is "low cost- or "expensive" will depend on the
:nanci~I circumstances of each department. If you believe the accommoda!ion is too
axp~n~1ve . for your department to provide, submit a request for funding. Your
dministrat1ve chain will determine whether it has the resources to cover the expense.
~e .Vice President of your division will forward to EOP requests that can not be funded
within the division.
l
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STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES, DISABLED STUDENT SERVICES, UPWARD BOUND PROGRAMS

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: JUAN J . CANDELARIA

The Student Support Services and Upward Bound Programs are federal ly funded by grants from the US Department of Education The hscal year of those
grants are September 1 through August 31 The Disabled Student SeMces Program 1s funded wtth UNM resources The fiscal year for this program is July
1 through June 30

FUNDING
SOURCES:

1992-1993
1993-1994

sss
STDT. SUPPORT
SERVICES
FED . DOLLARS
$243 379 00

$250,358.00

,,...__

...

UB
UPNARD BOUND
PROGRAM
FED . DOLLARS
S311 .942 00

S311 .942 .00

_ ----·----- -·-

-·

·------

FEDERAL
FUNDING

TOTAL
FUNDING :

FEDERAL
PERCENTAGE
OF FUNDING

S555 .321 00

DSS
DISABLED STDT.
SERVICES
UNM FUNDS
$43,193 .00

$598.514 00

92 78C}o

$562.300.00

$44.701 .00

$607.001 .00

92.64%
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TOTAL FUNDING SOURCES FOR 1992-1993 & 1993-1994
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STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES, DISABLED STUDENT SERVICES

AND LfWARD BOUND PROGRAMS
PRINCIF:t..L INVESTIGATOR: JUAN J. CA~IDELARIA
SERVICE AGENTS:

Twenty ~t3rcent ot all resources are utilized to pay
~ s of stit"tice agents:

UOB 1lTlE
Tutor

N

Interpreters f/l Deaf
Exam Proctors
Readers fl' Blind & LD.
Notetake rs fl\ Deaf & 011\opedic
Computl!f Aides for Disabled Lab

EMPLOYEE DATA FOR FAU_ 1993

NO. OF EMPLOYEES
18
1
18

39
11

aenca

2
5

Combination

11

40
35

- - - - ->::l\ t - - - - - - - - :c:::· 1·: ·

30
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20
15
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DISABLED STUDENT SERVICES. STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES
WHEN YOU COMPARE THE NUMBER OF EXAMS GIVEN IN 1992-93 WITH THE NUMBER GIVEN IN 1986-87. T HE
INCREASE IS 1,326 EXAMS. 330.67%.

FISCAL YEAR
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93

----------

ANNUAL% INCREASE

NUMBER OF EXAMS GIVEN
401
637
947
1287
1355
1529
1727

58.85%
48.67%
35.90%
5.28%
12.84%
12.95%

---------------·

---------------

COMPARISON OF EXAMS 1986-87 - 1992-93

1800 / '
i
1600 j
1400 ;
1200
1000

I
I

800 -f
600

400

l

200 ,

o I,
1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 1990-91 1991 -92 1992-93
-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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DISABLED STUDENT SERVICES AND STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES
Enrollment through 11/05/93

253

Total Enrollment

17

07%

236

93%

Visually Disabled

22

q 'lo

Auditory Disabled

11

'5 "lo

Orthopedically Disabled

11

&S"7o

145

Cal CZo

1Ql~~

{?~0

{ d,-:>A-bled

Low Income/First Generation
Disabled

Learning Disabled
Psychological

&

31

Other

16

Multiple Disablities

70'{0

1~
i~
{

°D

~
.

cit't11t ti ed.

SERVICES REQUESTED
TUtoring

Interpreting
Typing
writing
Reading Proctoring
Notetaking Transcribing
Research

Low Income/
First Generation

17

0

0

0

0

0

Visually Disabled

11

21

14

5

1

0

AUditory Disabled

6

0

2

2

2

3

0rtho{.)edically Disabled

8

0

10

2

2

0

Learning Disabled

74

50

131

7

0

0

Psyehologica1 or
Other Disabilities

17

4

27

4

0

0

Multiple Disab1.. 11.t1.es
. .

10

3

14

3

1

0
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The University of New Mexico
To:

Faculty Senate

FROM:

Operations CCmnittee

SUBJECT:

DATE:

e:.

u

November 9, 1993

carmnittee Replacements
'Ihe follc:Mi.rg are submitted for senate approval:

Ranjit Bose, Management, 1995

for faculty vacarc'j, 1995

Robert Glew, Biochemistcy, 1996

for
for
for
for

cavid M. Johnson, English, 1996
Martin KantrCMitz, FC&El-1, 1994
Richard Nordhaus, Arch & Plrg, 1995

faculty vacarc'f, 1996
faculty vacarc'j, 1996
faculty vacarc'j, 1994
Denise Schulz, 'Ih & ranee, 1995

BF.SEARCH POLICY cn1MITl'EE

Jdm

Q'crlahl,

Biochemistcy, 1994

Nancy Uscher, Music, 1996

for William Sie.rnbieda,
Arch & Plrg, 1994
for faculty vaCNC'j
in Fine Arts, 1996

'Ihe f ollc:Mi.rg are also submitted for Senate approval (rekf 0,,€( frcm re CJcrte' root:1rg}:

Gregory Bc:Mes, F.d Adm.in, 1995

Cevid Henkel, Jr., Arch & Plrg, 1996
Peter Winograd, raw, 1995

for f aculty vacancy, 1995

for vacancy in Architecture, 1996
for vacancy in raw, 1995

(over)

0

2 '

2
BRIEF ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR THE FACULTY SENATE - 9 NOVEMBER 1993

(~) The. devel_opment of a formal pispute Resolution Policy, including both staff and faculty
dispute~, i.s .g~ttmg the strong ~t!ent10n of both fac~lty and staff. Primary concerns have been the (a)
respons1biht1es and accountabihty of a proposed Dispute Resolution Co-ordinator and (b) the
extremely sh<;:>rt interval given for reporting disputes and grievances; we are very cl~se to real
accommodation on both issues. Areas still to be tackled in detail include sexual harassment
complaint procedures and the impacts on faculty with regard to academic freedom and tenure. If
y~u have ql_lestions or would like to have input into these intense negotiations, please contact Prof.
Diana Robm, FL&L (x73713, fax73599) or Bel Campbell.

-2-

Carrrunity_ Representatives:

(2) At their October meeting, the UNM Board of Regents approved the 1994-95 Operatin~
Bud~et funding requirements. These include: a 7% increase m employee compensation, to mclude
~ent. and promotion adjustments as well as to address market and compaction structures; a 4%
~nflat10nary increase in non-personnel operating costs; and a $3.9 million peer adjustment for
mst~ction, primarily addressing faculty compensation. The Finance Committee of the Cammi ion
on Higher Education, however, has recommended against a peer adjustment this year. They have
also recommended against changing the rolling 3-year SCH average basis on "I" funding to a mo t
recent single year basis; this change would benefit those institutions experiencing enrollment
growth. A final decision by the full CHE should be coming mid-November.

Joan Marsh

Demarise wright
FNJOIJI!Y E"fflICS

& ADVISORY

cn.!MITI1EE

H ~ Atterbom, HPPEI.P, 1994

for faculty vacancy, 1994

Karl Karlstrcm, Earth & Pl. Sci., 1994

for Fathryn V~el, Biolcx;JY, 1994

Olarles Beckel, Rlys & Astr., SFX I ONLY

for Oleryl Fresch, En;Jlish,

John Finkelstein, Managerrent, 1994

for faculty vacancy in

M:Jmt,

Sffl

I

1994

. New Mexico's fiscal position is excellent. The revised (October) forecast for the current fiscal
year 1s for total recurring revenues of $2.50 billion, or 10.4% over the 1993 fiscal year, and projected
June 30, _1994, cash balances of about $300 million. Conservative estimates of recurring revenue
growth for FY 95 range from 5 to 8 percent. The Legislature could therefore increase recurring
appropriations by approximately $250 million over the current fiscal year. There are reports,
however, that Governor King wishes to keep such increases within a conservative 5%. This may
m~a~ J?Ore dollars available for capital proJects. The CHE Facilities Committee has listed its
pnontized Capital Outlay Project Recommendations as follows:
AD~ - Health and Safety Requirements, Phase I
Eqmpment Renewal and Replacement
UNM - Valencia: Learning Resource Ctr., Phase II
NMHU: Library Addition and Remodel
UNM - Main Campus: Gen'l Classroom Bldg.
UNM - Gallup: Computer Classroom & Lecture Hall
UNM - Los Alamos: Student Services Bldg.
UNM - Main Campus: Chemistry Bldg. Renovation
(etc.)

$10,000,000
$10,000,000
$10,000,000
$850,000
$8,150,000
$1,353,750
$1,350,000
$2,000,000

statewide)
statewide)
Rank: #1
Rank: #2
Rank: #3
Rank: #5
Rank: #7
Rank: #14)

(3). The Provost in concert with the Vice President for Business & Finance, the Deans, the
Uruve.rsity Pl~g Council, and the President's Council, is revising a set. of Preliminary ~ud&et
Planrung Guidelines for 1994-95. (These guidelines are intended for Mam Campus orgamzat10ns
only.) Some key features of these guidelines:
-- . three broad priorities, in ranked order: [1] maintenance of current quality_ of programs
~d services; [2] improvement in the competitive level of faculty ~d staff compensation; and [3]
mvestm~nts that improve the quality of existing programs and services. and. support new programs
and ~~rvices. The sense is that priority [1] will be fulfi.lled.before co.ns1denng [2], and that a
specified amount in [2] would be fulfilled before cons1denng [3] (this may vary from college to
college, however) ;
(over=>>>)

.Q
-rolling, three-year budget planning, with four academic units' input each year; off year
will accept revisions to previously entered three-year plans;
submission of capital, equipment, and computing budget requests at the same time as
operating budget requests.
(4) Faculty who are interested over the next three to four months in contacting their state
legi lator with a highly focused message about UNM and Higher Education needs, please get in
touch with Bel Campbell. This will be a vigorous, pro-active, constituent-based effort as opposed to
direct lobbying in Santa Fe.
One reason for UNM's lack of consistent success in the Legislature is the highly disparate
agendas of the metropolitan Albuquerque legislators. Our aim is to target as many of those
legi lators as po sible with a clear, positive message from their constituents (faculty and others). We
hop.e to reach faculty for this effort both through you, the Faculty Senators, and through department
chair .
The attached maps show the coverage of the various Bernalillo County legislative districts;
al o attached is a listing of the legislators for those districts. If the detail on these maps is
insufficie?t to ~how you which house and senate districts are yours, you can contact the University
Secret~ s office or Bel Campbell to view a much more detailed map. You may also call the
Bernalillo County Clerk's office at 768-4085 for this information.

Bel Campbell
Physics & Astronomy
x75148, fax71520
bel@triton or bel@un.mb
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Bernalillo County House Districts

HlO

Hll
H12
H13
H14
H15
H16
H17
H18
H19

H20
H21
H22
H23
H24

H25
H26
H27

H28
H29
H30
H31

H50
H65

Henry "Kiki" Saavedra (D)
Rick Miera (D)
Delano Garcia (D)
Daniel Silva (D)
Richard "Ray" Sanchez (D)
Raymond Sanchez (D)
Albert Gurule (D)
Edward Sandoval (D)
Cisco McSorleY. (D)
Robert Hawk (D)
Marty Lambert (R)
Patricia Baca (D)
Jerry Lee Alwin (R)
Mark Caruso (R)
George Buffet (R)
Danice Picraux (D)
Ramon Huerta (D)
Linn Tytler (R)
Garth Simms (R)
Paul Barber (R)
John J. McMullan (R)
Kip Nicely (R)
Gary King (D)
James Roger Madalena (D)

Speaker of the House

Bernalillo County Senate Districts

S9
SlO
Sll

S12
S13
S14

S15
S16
S17

S18
S19
S20
S21

S22
S23

S26
S39

Vir~l Rhodes (R)
Jamee Paster (D)
Tom Benavides (D)
Richard Romero (D)
Tito Chavez (D)
Manny Aragon (D)
Skip Vernon (R)
Tom Rutherford (D)
Shannon Robinson (D)
Ann Riley (D)
Duncan Scott (R)
Michael Wiener (R)
Tom Wray(R)
Leonard Tsosie (D)
Joseph Carraro (R)
Martin Chavez (D)
Elizabeth Stefanics (D)

President Pro Tern

Research Policy Committee Chair's Report
September 1993
Since time did not permi t at our regular meeting, I have
decided to put down several important matters for your information related to RPC activities for 1993-94. Some of t hese will
be addressed by the subcommittees beginn ing i mmediately. Others
are more in the nature of food for thought. It i s e ssential,
however, that the entire Committee have an overview of plans for
this year from the outset and the opportunity to cont ribute to
these or other issues.
1. UNM Technology Development Corporati on (TDC ) . UNMTDC is a
non-profit corporation formed by the REgents for the purpose of
benefitting UNM by commercialization of inventions of t he UNM
faculty. The regents have entered into an agreement wi t h TDC in
which UNM intellectual property will be assigned to TDC for
development. The agreement necessitates clarification and
~edifications in both policies found in the Faculty Handbook and
in administrative procedures related to ownership, disclosures,
a~d disposal of technologies and inventions. Fur thermore, the
distribution of financial proceeds is to change f r om t he present
arrangement of 50% to the inventor and 50% to UNM t o a new
distribution of 40% to the inventor, 40% to TDC a nd 20% to the
inventor's department. The Intellectual Prope rty Subcommittee
must begin work on these issues promptly .

ITV Policy.
Last year we completed work on a p olicy on ownership and
control of material developed by facult y for use on ITV . The
R7gents returned it because of a few questi ons . This , coupled
with the establishment of a Distance Lea rning Center , and some
unresolved issues with the I TV Policy Committee r eporting to the
Associate Provost for Academic Affairs, left t he pol icy in limbo .
I have met with Diane Shoemaker of the ITV Policy Committ ee and
come.to an understanding that RPC is responsi b l e a s~ facultr
~ 0 ~ittee for developing policy and that the I~V Policy co~ittee
ls in fact responsible for operations of the Distance ~earning
Center. I am meeting with her and Dr. Bill Bramble, d irector o f
the ~istance Learning center, on sept. 22 to chart the c our s e fo r
getting one policy in place to which we all agree.
2.

3·

Misconduct.
Please review -the UNM misconduct policy a nd proc edures,
Fac~lty handbook pp. D-12 through D-16 in light of the enclosed
article from Science. our policy and p rocedures have been t ested
only once up through the Inquiry Committee stage. It seems ~o
have worked well in this one experi e nce . Do we need to r ethink
our procedures? Even if we do not, it i s i mporta~t to develop an
educational activity directed to the faculty on misconduct . How
should that be done?

..

29

~

Interdisciplinary Research.
RPC is charged with oversight of t h e establishment, continuance, and review of research institutes,, centers, bureaus,
etc. We face a number of issues in this regard:
a). How do we understand these words:
institute,
center, bureau, etc?
b). We have received, or soon will, proposals for the
establishment of several new research institutes
(Assistive and Training Technologies, Biotechnology, Maui High Performance Computer Center ... ).
The Interdisciplinary Research Subcommittee will
conduct a preliminary review of them for RPC
recommendation to the Senate.
c). A broader, more long range issue is how and which
we encourage. Ought we be involved in this
question in any way?
d). It is timely to conduct reviews of several
institutes. Initial steps have been taken with
respect to the Center for Global Environmental
Technologies (CGET). Two additional institutes
are the Center for Micro-Engineered Ceramics
(CMEC~ and the Center for High Technology
Materia~s CHTM). The Interdisciplinary Research
Subcommittee will coordinate these reviews.
e). We may find it necessary to consider the question
of how to handle an educational function of
r7search institutes. Please think about that a
bit.
f). Indirect costs. See Items.

4.

5. Indirect Cost IDC Distribution.
th
An~ Powell and Ellen Goldberg collected the information in
.~henc osed tables on how some of our sister institutions deal
;!vie!e~~:~ch ~r~s.and.ove:head (IDC) distributions.
Please
UNM
th
a implications do these results have for us?
use of ID~ar ~r desperate~y needs a policy statement regarding
institutes ~u~rns, es~ecially as it pertains to centers and
tionary re~ource:lso with r7spect to broader use of those disc:ethe Associate p · ~he Indirect Cost Subcommittee will work with
consider.
rovos to develop a policy statement for RPC to
6.

Annual.Research Recognition Award
The first announceme t f
.
Research Recognition A
~
or nominations for the Annual
to participating in thr:r has.been made. We again look fo~ard
most important and enjoyable experience.
7. Strategic Planning
Let me make a personal t
become more acutely
s atement. We faculty of UNM must
1
aware that w
oose collection of ind' .
e are UNM. We come here as a
diversity of backgroundividual entrepreneurs with an enormo~s
common; most significan~i Yet we.do have certain features in
and for sharing what
1 Y a passion for understanding our world
we earn with our students. Nevertheless,

it is a great disappointment to me that I have so little opportunity to share with my faculty collea~ues what I have comet~
b t the world from the perspective of a remote corner in
know
a ou
·
·
the basement
of the Chemistry Building
an d t o 1 ear~ f r om. them .
what they know.
I cannot believe that I a~ alone i~ thi~ s;ntit What steps can we take in the direction of university. I
~:~e·a few thoughts and ideas, but I.invit 7 yours. UNM could
profit from serious discussion on this topic .
Federal Laboratories.
1
f regress on the
I expect to have a few concrete examp es o P
·
f ron t t ogive
·
federal laboratories-UNM
yo u at our October meet-

8.

ing.

[

(I~

Edward A. Walters
Chair
EAW/dg

